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Drugs Position Issued 
Soul Sounds for Mardi Gras 
February 23-24 brings back the 
annual Mardi Gras Festival to the 
·Xavier campus, absent last year 
because of a calendar~onflict. This 
year's weekend promises to be big-
ger than ever. 
Friday night will feature a cos-
tume dance in the X. U. armory, 
8:30-12:30 with music provided 
KATHY MAHONEY 
Kathy Mahoney is a sopho-
more sociology major at Mt. St. 
Joseph College. The 19 year-old 
blonde is 5'4" tall and has brown 
eyes. Kathy hails from Indiana-
polis. Miss Mahoney is spon-
sored by the Xavier University 
Sailing Club. 
by the Ditalions a 16-piece soul 
group contracted to add a little 
Canal Street atmosphere to the oc-
casion. The couple judged as :wear-
ing the best costume will receive 
$50.00 in cash, with $25.00 going 
to each of two runner-up couples. 
Impartial judges will select the win-
ners on the basis of originality, 
CAM WAHL 
Cam is a 21 year-old junior at 
O.L.C. She Is from Dayton, Ohio, 
and presently majoring in Home 
Economics. Cam designs a variety 
of clothes for herself and is inter-
ested in becoming an • interior 
decorator after she graduates. In 
her spare time she likes to swim 
and go horseback riding. 
creativity, etc. Also, three cash 
prizes of $10.00 each will be 
awarded to the top three finalists 
in the beard growing contest. 
The Mardi Gras Queen and her 
court will be announced during the 
Friday night festivities. The Queen 
will be crowned Friday night and 
will reign over the Saturday night 
dance. Don't forget to cast your 
vote for Queen on February 21-22. 
Saturday night will continue in 
the trend of festivities with an eleven 
piece soul group. The Mystics will 
provide entertainment at this coat 
and tie affair in the X. U. armory 
from 8:30-1:00. 
Decorations promise to be "out 
of sight," says John Vignocchi, 
who will head that department for 
the Social Committee, sponsors of 
this year's Mardi Gras weekend. 
Tickets go on sale Monday, 
February 19 in the theatre ticket 
booths and in the dormitories. A 
combination ticket will get you and 
your date In both nights for only 
$5.00. If you cannot make it both 
nights, you can still catch half of 
the action for $3.50 for Friday 
night or $2. 50 for Saturday night. 
Start rounding up a date now. 
Bring your girl from home, Dor-
mies. You won't regret it. Get her 
to hustle up an original costume 
and she may even win enough to 
pay for her trip. Don't miss this 
one, though. It only happens once 
a year! 
Poetry Test Reveals Progress 
By MIKE HENSON, News Managing Editor 
A recent experiment on contem-
porary attitudes on sentimentality 
in poetry as compared to those of 
students of thirty-five years ago re-
veals that some progress is being 
made, but there has been back-
sliding in sqme areas. 
Rev. Thomas G. Savage, S.J., 
administered to his sophomore 
poetry class the same test that had 
been devised by Rev. Paul J. 
Sweeney, S.J., for his students in 
1933. The test consisted of arrang-
ing 26 poems in groups of four. 
In each group was the original 
poem, plus three mutilated ver-
sions, one an unmelodic version 
of the original, another a senti-
mental version, and the fourth a 
prosaic version. The test consisted 
in seeing who, and how many, 
selected the original poem. The 
results of the 1933 test were record-
ed in the October 10, 1933 edition 
of the Xavier News, in an article 
by none other than J ohnathon 
Swift, Jr. 
On the whole, the recent test 
indicates progress. Swift reported 
that ueven the most solid of the 
individuals (those who don't cry 
when little Eva is going up to 
heaven) were at least 10 percent 
sentimental." 
Ten scores out of the 44 taken 
by Fr. Savage revealed progress 
In this area. 'l'wo of the ten, though 
they did not necessarily select the 
correct poem, avoided the senti-
mental versions completely. One 
of the students is a mathematics 
major and the other is an English 
major, indicating that those who 
lie between the two extremes are 
at a disability in distinguishing 
sentimentality. None of the ten 
even approached the 70 percent 
mark reported by Swift as the 
high score of the 1933 group. 
On individual poems, however, 
the results vary. Fr. Sweeney found 
that 70% of his students chose the 
sentimental version of Carl Sand-
burg's "Fog", but out of Fr. Sav-
age's group, only three of the 44 
picked this version. This result, 
however, may have been due to the 
increased popularity of the poem 
through the years. 
There was some backsliding on 
the Mother Goose selection, how-
ever. Out of the 1933 group, .34 
out of the 35 studented picked the 
correct version. But, in 1968, only 
35 out of 44 students recognized 
the passage. MotherGoosescholar-
ship seems to be declining. 
Fr. Sweeny stated in 1933, "A 
tendency in any, save an expert 
group, to sentimentality is not sur-
prising considering the puantities 
of sentimentality served up In the 
daily press." Fr. Savage found the 
recent progress "encouraging." 
He said, "At least one thing was 
gained from this course, that they 
learned how to distinguish genuine 
emotion from sham emotion, of 
which excessive sentimentality 
would be an example." 
LYNN REDMOND 
Miss Lynn Redm·ond, OLC 
sophomore art m aj or, is the 
Sodality's candidate. Lynn plays 
the guitar, has had modeling ex-
perience, and is presently on the 
College Board at Shilllto's. She 
is looking towards being a teacher 
arter graduation. 
By PAUL MAIER, News Executive Editor 
The use of illegal drugs was the subject of an 
official statement issued this week by Father Patrick 
H. Ratterman, S.J., Vice President of Student Affairs. 
"The Xavier University posi-
tion in this matter," the statement 
reads, "draws heavily, but by no 
means exclusively, on the Harvar~ 
experience of the past five (or so) 
years." 
Approximately five years ago, 
Harvard decided to adopt a cau-
tious, wait-and-see attitude toward 
the use of drugs - particularly 
marijuana and LSD- by students. 
The result was an official statement 
from Harvard Dean J. U. Munro, 
issued on April 13, 1967, in which 
he declared that the college was 
"prepared to take serious disciplin-
ary action, up to and including 
dismissal, against any student 
found to be involved in the use or 
distribution of illegal and danger-
Joseph Plan 
A committee for the study of 
problems related to the implemen-
tation of the Joint Statemcrtl'·on 
the Rights and Freedoms of Stu-
dents is now being formed. Mem-
bers of the administration, faculty, 
and student body are to be mem-
bers, and Rev. Patrick H. Ratter-
man, S.J. will be chairman. 
One of the points the committee 
will discuss will be the participa-
tion of students on university com-
mittees. The proposal was made 
by Student Body President Bob 
Joseph and passed by Student 
Council that students be al}owed 
to participate on committees. The 
new committee will include in their 
final recommendations to the 
Board ·Of Trustees their conclu-
sions on the matter. 
The Joseph proposal calls for 
the placing of students on com-
mittees during the present academic 
year. Rev. Paul L. O'Conner, Uni-
versity President said, however, 
SUE MULLER 
Sue Muller Is the Freshman 
Class candidate. Sue, who hails 
from Indianapolis, is a Mountee 
majoring In Education. The 5'4", 
18 year-old Miss Muller Is a sports 
enthusiast, enjoying winter sports 
in particular. 
ous drugs." 
"In sum," Dr. Munro continued, 
"if a student is' stupid enough to 
misuse his timeherefoolingaround 
with illegal and dangerous drugs, 
our view is that he should leave 
college and make room for people 
prepared to take good advantage 
of the college opportunity." 
This week's statement, issued 
by Father Ratterman, did not 
elaborate on preventive or punitive 
measures to be taken against the 
use of drugs by Xavier students. 
In relation to the Harvard decision, 
Father Ratterman stated: "For 
Xavier to adopt any other position 
than that which they recommend 
would be, we feel, most irrespon-
sible." 
Under Study 
"Even if the Board of Trustees 
were to approve the resolution, 
quite frankly, I don't see how this 
could be accomplished in so short 
a time." 
ATrENTION! 
Applications for 1968-69 Resi-
dence Hall Directors for all halls 
will be taken at the main desk in 
the University Center Building be-
ginning February 6. Students who 
will be in graduate studies next 
year will be given first considera-
tion. Older students, even though 
undergraduates, may apply. 
Applications for Assistant Direc-
tors and Proctors will be taken 
later as announced. 
LOUISE KLAINE 
Louise Klaine, sponsored by the 
Young Republican Club, is a Jun-
Ior In the Xavier University Even-
Ing College. She is a 21 year old 
major in psychology, 5'8", inter-
ested In skiing and flying. Louise 
is a resident of Cincinnati. 
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Editorials 
Statement on Drugs 
Tells Nothing New 
Since the publication of Xavier's position with 
respect to the taking of drugs follows so closely upon 
the Joint Statement on the Rights and Freedoms of 
Students, it would be wise to examine the position in 
the light of the Joint Statement's provisions for dis-
cipline, and with university policy with regard to other 
aspects of campus life. 
To deny the existence of the problem on the cam-
pus for the sake of parents and contributing alumni 
would be ridiculous. Although it would be nearly 
impossible, due to the legal and social implications, 
to gather statistics on the nature and extent of drug 
use on campus, there have been estimates running up 
to ten percent of the campus population involved in 
some form of drug experiment. The fact of a statement 
is itself an indication of the concern being felt. For 
months, students and administration have been wait-
ing for a solid statement on the university position. 
The procedure used by the university was a wise 
one. Harvard University is the source of much of the 
spread of the drug movement. Experiments by the 
psychology department there involved the use of LSD 
for the study of psychosis some years back. The 
psychologists decided that because of the temporary 
nature of its effects, the drug was useless for getting 
into the mind of the psychotic. However, Harvard 
psychologist Timothy Leary was taken by its mystic 
possibilities and has since become one of the leading 
spokesmen of U1e movement. The Harvard health 
service, one of the best in the country, studied the 
effects of LSD and marijuana on students, and came 
up with a statement on which the Harvard dean's 
office based its decision. It is estimated that move-
ments starting on the East Coast take five years to 
reach the .Midwest. and so Xavier officials took ad-
vantage of the previous experience of Harvard. 
However. the stand taken by the Harvard dean, 
and accepted by Xavier, is a sort of non-position. 
It reads, in part, "The College is prepared to take 
serious disciplinary action. up to and including dis-
missal. against any student found to be involved in 
the use or distribution of illegal and dangerous 
drugs." The question is a serious one. and one that 
merits measures. The civil authorities are very strong 
in their treatment of drug users. so a strong stand. 
leaving aside the question of the rightness or wrong-
ness of drug use. at least has a precedent. Yet, the 
position taken by the administration tells us little 
that we did not know before. The question of just 
how far the administration will go ccup to" dismissal 
is still open. and this is the question that was being 
asked in U1e first place. 
A facultv-student committee is being established to 
stud~· problems associated with the implementation of 
the statement on student rights and freedoms, and 
presumably. this topic will fonn an important part 
~~XavlerH.eiWI 
11 There are no hopelesa situationa. Just 
men who have grown hopeless ahout them."· 
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of the discussion. What this committee will come up 
with will probably differ from the typical application 
of the rules. With drinking, the policy seems to be 
that when the drunken student becomes a public nuis-
ance and likely to damage the image ofthe university, 
as at past UC basketball games, the university will 
exercise the option of dismissal. But in other cases, 
intoxication is ignored. But with drugs, community 
agitation is greater, and the drug user is felt to be 
a greater threat than the drunkard. Further, the use 
of drugs is a federal offense, and we are faced with 
the prospect of federal agents swooping down on the 
campus. But the policy is likely to be much different 
than for drinking, but in what way, nobody is saying. 
-M.J.H. 
The Wrong Approach 
What good will it do to force our president to 
make himself look foolish in front of the students? 
Yet this is what our Student Council feels they 
must do. 
Last Sundav, the motion prepared by the Council's 
R.O. T.C. Inve~tigation Committee was introduced for 
a vote. The motion represented one half year of 
study by the committee, which by a ridiculous vote 
from Student Council has been all but wasted. 
In the attempt by a group of Representatives to 
humble our President, the Council has gone contrary 
to the best interests of the students, their foremost 
obligation. 
The main motion was that of "Re-establishing the 
R.O.T.C. training program on a voluntarybasis ... " 
Through conferences with Administration officials, 
the Investigation Committee came to realize that the 
administration would not accept a change of this 
nature. Therefore, through careful planning and re-
search, they drew up three alternate plans. One of 
making R.O. T.C. a Pass-Fail Course, another of 
dropping it from accumulative averages, and one 
dependent upon one of the other two, but aimed at 
relieving academic loads of Pre-Medical students. 
To successfully implement one of the alternatives, 
it was necessary to continue to use the major motion. 
But, to use it as a purely shock motion when pre-
senting it to the Trustees, hoping that the alternatives 
would look more acceptable to them, and thus be 
accepted. 
All this information was given to Council. Yet, a 
sizable faction led by Mr. Savage (Rep. '69) felt 
that the President should be made to publicly announce 
and defend his rejection of the original motion. This 
is of questionable benefit to the students though. They 
persuaded Council to vote down the combined Bill 
and present only the primary motion to President 
O'Connor. 
When a committee is appointed to study a measure, 
it is e.xpected to study all aspects of the issue and 
make the best recommendation for Council's action. 
Mr. Bielauskas' committee did this, but was then 
flagrantly disregarded to satisfy the foolish wishes 
of a few. 
We would recommend to Council that they recon-
sider their action at next S~nday's meeting. Combine 





The Xavier University German 
Club will begin an intensified drive 
this Monday that will last one 
week. The purpose or the drive will 
be to interest students to join the 
club. The week will feature talks 
in all the Gennan classes and the 
history and politic a 1 sciences 
courses dealing with Germany this 
semester. The club is open to all. 
students interested in German his-
tory and cultures and a knowledge 
of German is not required. All 
meetings are conducted in English 
and center around a discussion on 
some aspect of Germany by a pro-
fessor or noted person. The meet-
ings also include the singing of 
German songs and the drinking of 
Geqnan refreshments. Some of the 
planned activities are speeches by 
Rabbi Goldman on the Jews in 
Germany past and present, the 
German consul on Germany and 
France, Gennany and Austria by 
Dr. Beigel. Besides there will be a 
brewery tour later in the semester 
and possibly a dinner at one of 
the German restaurants. Finally 
there will be a German table at the 
grill on Wednesday afternoons at 
2:00 p.m. open to all students and 
faculty to discuss informally any 
topic concerning Germany begin-
ning. All interested are invited to 
contact the German department 
across from the registrar's office 
or come to the meeting Sunday 
at 8:00 p.m. in old North Hall. 
New Podium 
A new feature has been added 
to the facilities of the University 
Center Theatre. Complimenting 
the decor of the Theatre is a new 
podium rmished in black and sil-
ver colors with hand carved seal 
of the University. Other features 
of the black oak podium are its 
adjustment to the height of the 
speaker, its long range micro-
phone pickup, and a compartment 
fm water pitcher and glass. 
The designer and person re-
~ponsible for its construction is l\1 r. 
William Weberdlng of the Weber-
ding Wood Carving Company of 
Batesville, Indillna. In addition to 
the podium, Mr. Weberding has 
des\gnc>d nnd furnished the 
Chnpel~> In Hu10manand Kuhlman 
Hnlls. He hns also done many 
cnrving~> for dmrc.hes throughout 
the United Stntes. 
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Anti-\Nar March 
By BOB WILHELM, News Reporter 
Cincinnati was again the scene of an anti-war 
demonstration Saturday, February 10, when about 
~00 non~violent college demonstrators staged a rally 
m .w ~shmgton Park, then marched to the Federal 
Buildmg, where marching continued in front of the 
building for about an hour. A planned follow-up 
march to the workhouse to demonstrate sympathy 
for . Wallace. ~elson, recently arrested for loitering 
dur~ng a VIgil outside the hospital of DeCourcy 
Sqmres, was not held due to the cold weather. Mr. 
Nelson, a 60 year old peace worker continues his 
month long fast in the workhouse ~ntil Feb. 22. 
The rally was held in Wash-
ington Park, at 12th and Elm Sts. 
downtown. Two Antioch students 
described police action taken 
against them as a result of past 
Cincinnati demonstrations. Rev. 
Maurice McCracken, Cincinnati, 
urged the crowd to continue the 
work for peace, with quotations 
from the Bible, Ghandi, and world 
leaders. Rev. McCree, Canton, 
Mississippi, pointed out that "they 
hold the same values who work 
for peace in Viet Nam and the 
easing of racial tension in the 
United States." 
The marchers were mostly An-
tioch students, but there were also 
delegations from Indiana Univer-
sity and individuals from local 
universities, plus older sympath-
izers. The purpose of the mareh 
was to show that a peaceful dem-
onstration could be carried out in 
Cincinnati. The marchers protested 
the Vietnamese War, the Draft, and 
the use of pollee in courts to sup-
press dissent. 
Bill Ballner Th and Pl 
Some Vietnam Questions 
I am very confused about the 
whole Vietnam situation. I am 
pretty sure that you, reader, are 
confused, too, at least about some 
parts of the war. So I would like 
to raise a couple questions about 
the war in general to maybe help 
clear a few points up and offer 
a different way of looking at the 
war. 
First, is it relevant at all to 
talk about U.S. "prestige" In con-
nection with Vietnam? Does It 
really make any difference to 
many other nations whether we 
withdraw and "lose face" and 
stand "humiliated" by the enemy? 
It seems that most world opinion 
is for our withdrawal, and the 
way we look withdrawing is not 
Important; they would probably 
think more of us for withdrawing 
than for staying in. But this may 
also be irrelevant - what's the 
difference what others care? Is the 
question of right or wrong more 
Important than a consensus vote? 
Can the majority be wrong? Or: 
so what if we lose prestige? So 
what if the great big perfect United 
States goofs big? What place does 
national honor or pride have when 
it comes to killing (or murdering) 
people? In other words, the ques-
tion should not be what others 
will or do think of us, or whether 
our egos and reputation are de-
flated, but whether we're right or 
wrong. 
What can be gained in winning 
the war? What does it mean to win 
in Vietnam? Clear out the enemy? 
Establish democracy? Get the peo-
ple to hate Communism? Can any 
of these really be achieved in Viet-
nam? Lots of people apparently 
think not. Meanwhile, what is be-
ing lost? Civil rights, education, 
crime, urban renewal, etc. - all 
these projects are being Ignored 
so that we can carry on the war. 
The question: even if we're right 
in being in Vietnam, from the polit-
ical point of view, can it be that we 
are wrong because we are hurting 
ourselves so much because of it; 
because we cannot possibly gain 
enough to justify what we've paid 
for a "win"? Are we responsible 
to clean up. our own house first 
and take proper care of It before 
even offering to someone else the 
help that we should be using to 
help ourselves? Do we have an 
obligation, a duty to our fellow 
Americans before anyone else? Are 
we justified to call ourselves "our 
brother's keeper?? In Vietnam? Are 
we justified in being "the pollee-
man of the world"? 
These seem to me important 
questions, and I would appreciate 
your ideas in the form of letters 
to the editor or your comment as 
a future Th & PI guest column. 
ROTC Grads Sworn In 
Eleven XU ROTC graduate& 
have been sworn in as Second 
Lieutenants in the United States 
Anny In a ceremony held In the 
University Center on February 5th. 
Colonel Richard L. Dooley, 
professor of MUltary Science, ad-
ministered the oath to Edward G. 
Bitzer, Jere J. Brophy, James A. 
Gutzwiller, Carl W. Huster, Samuel 
H. Moore, Ronald A. Ostrnann, 
John S. Pearl, Carl E. Pratt, Wil-
ltam P. Tait, Michael J. Uhl, and 
Jeffery K. Young. Two other grad-
uates, Daniel Kirwin and Paul 
Hughenberg, were sworn in at the 
same time as Second Lieutenants 
in the United States Marine Corps. 
Both recently completed the pla-
toon leaders course conducted by 
the Marine Corps. 
RP.!RtlvrR Rnr' friends of the 
newly commissioned offlcers, along 
with repreBentatlves from the Mili-
tary Department, witnessed the 
ceremonies. Prior to administering 
the Oath, Colonel Dooley spoke 
briefly to the graduates on what 
they might expect once on active 
duty and their responsibilities as 
commissioned omcers in theArmy. 
Rev. Victor B. Nleporte, S.J., exe-
cutive vice-president, addressed the 
graduates and their famUles on 
behalf of the university. Conclud-
ing the ceremony was the tradi-
tional pinning on the gold bars by 
relatives and friends on the gradu-
ates. 
A special mass for the ROTC 
graduates was offered by Rev. 
Harker E. 1'racy, S.J., in Bellar-
mine Chapel prior to the com-
missioning ceremonies. 
Peggy Borshell, spokesman for 
the marchers and an Antioch stu-
dent from Berkeley, California, 
said the demonstration was "done 
non-violently to alleviate tensions 
and create dialogue, so as not to 
threaten local citizens." 
The marchers proceded two by 
hvo down Haec St., distributing fly-
ers to passers-by. Reaction to the 
march varied: some asked for fly-
ers and questioned the marche~s 
about their beliefs, others jeered 
"Why don't you cut your hair and 
wash your face," and "My son's 
over there fighting for you lousy 
crud." 
Miss Borshell said the group 
had the unofficial support of the 
Antioch administration, "whether 
or not we (the administration) can 
come." The Antioch students, 
about one hundred strong, were 
"a group of individuals concerned 
for peace, rather than any student 
organization on the Yellow Springs 
campus." 
Miss Borshell added that stu-
dents who desired further informa-
tion could write her in care of the 
Anti-war protestors demonstrated peaceably last Saturday, Feb. 10, 
in downtown Cincinnati. Noticeably absent was Decourcy Squire, re-
cently paroled student of Antioch College and a participant in an 
earlier demonstration. 
Antioch Union, Yellow Springs, cerned Citizens for Peace and Free-
Ohio, 45387; or contact either of dom, 617 E. Mitchell; or Cincin-
two local organizations: Con- nati Action for Peace, 2699 Clifton. 
XU Appalachia Program 
aycEoacEEDER.N•w•!.,~rt of MICA Workshop 
The Midwest Intercol-
legiate Conference on 
Appalachia held a Pov-
e~ VVorkshop at the 
Bergamo Center for 
Christian Rrnewal in 
Dayton this past weekend, 
February 9-11. Xavier's 
Appalachia volunteer 
program, a member of 
MICA, helped to plan 
and direct the Workshop, 
and had six students at-
tending. 
The Workshop was conducted 
in talk and discussion form. A 
group of ten speakers delivered 
talks and led discussion groups: 
Fr. Les Schmidt, a free-floating 
priest in the mountains and the 
Director of Glenmary Missions In 
the South; Fr. Laurence Goulding, 
a missionary priest in Appalachia; 
Frank Strabnan and Steward Baer, 
businessmen Involved in economic 
and industrial programs for the 
mountains; Fr. Pat O'Donnell, an 
Appalachian missionary priest, 
presently pastor of Vanceburg, 
Kentucky; Fr. Albert Bergeron, a 
retired priest from the Boston Dio-
cese in his second year of volun-
teer work In Warfield, Kentucky; 
Marianne Can fie I d and Greg 
Schmidt, lay volunteers inJenkins, 
Kentucky; and Ernie Mynott and 
Shirley Gallahan, volunteer work-
ers with the Appalachian migrants 
settled in Cincinnati. Sixty students 
attended from five area colleges: 
Law Students 
Gather 
Next Tuesday, February 20th, 
Beveral Xavier graduates now In 
school at the University of Cin-
cinnati Law School wUI speak at 
the meeting of the St. Thomas 
More PRE-LAW Society. Their 
topic will be law school from the 
student's point of view. The meet-
ing will be held at 7:30 P.M. in 
the Terrace Room. Refreshments 
will be served. 
~~~--~~--~ 
Xavier, the UniVersity of Dayton, 
Mount St. Joseph, VillaMadonna, 
and Our Lady of Cincinnati. Most 
.of the students had already been 
involved in the Appalachia pro-
gram of their school, and brought 
some experience with volunteer 
work in the mountains to the 
conference. 
1'opics treated in talks and for-
mal discussions ranged from the 
Church in Appalachia to the Ap-
palachian economy to community 
organizations methods. Yet per-
haps the single most important 
element of the workshop was the 
opportunity for the students and 
the permanent volunteers to mix 
freely and engage in Informal 
open-ended discussion. It was a 
much-needed chance to air ideas, 
voice complaints and advice, ·ar-
gue, make suggestions, and share 
experiences and lessons with one 
another. 
Xavier coordinates its Appa-
lachia program with the Mount 
and OLC, and works in the Mar-
tin County and Johnson County 
area of eastern Kentucky in co-
operation with St. Michael's Mis-
sion in Paintsville, Kentucky. As 
explained by John Dunphy, the 
student head of Xavier's volunteers, 
the Workshop helped the students 
discover a better understanding of 
the college volunteer's place in mis-
sion work in the mountains, and 
provided some suggestions toward 
better fulfilling that task. 
About the Draft 
What you don't know about 
the draft law could kill you!!! 
1'he draft commands com-
pliance to its rules without telling 
everym~e concerned what all those 
rules are. It is entitled to com-
pliance but not through ignorance 
of those affected. We discovered 
how little is known about the draft 
law and how difficult it is to find 
any Information and decided some-
thing had to be done. We have 
spent months researching the law 
and have found a lot offacts that 
are not generally known outside 
the Selective Service Headquarters. 
1. MANY persons are NOT 
EVEN REQUIRED TO REGIS. 
TER for the draft. 
2. H you are not required to 
register and volunteer, you will be 
registered WITHOUT BEING 
TOLD YOU DO NOT HAVE TO 
REGISTER. 
3. Few persons have seen the 
draft law. 
4. The government does not 
give out copies of the law to the 
public. 
5. A "GLASSBLOWER" is a 
"crltic~l occupation" subject to de-
ferment, there are dozens of other 
"critical occupations". 
6. There are two "services" 
which FULFILL your military 
obligation besides the Army, 
Navy, Coast Guard, Marines and 
the Air Force. 
7. H you are scheduled for in-
duction there are many postpone-
ments available. 
8. It is possible to appeal 
classifications to the President. 
9. There are 22 other classifi-
cations available besides "lA". 
10. The American Council On 
Education says: "Enrollment In 
the first two years of graduate and 
professional schools next fall will 
be limited to women, veterans, men 
physically disqualified and thoae 
over the age of 25." 
11. Beginning In July, 1968, 
almost 75% of all men Inducted by 
Selective Service will be college 
graduates. 
Don't be drafted unnecessarily! 
Get expert Information on the facts 
about the draft law. We provide a 
free service for students who send 
a brief resume of facts pertinent 
to their classification, this clipping 
from your newspaper, and a 
SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED 
envelope: 
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X Awaits Duquesne ' Miami 
Muskies Drop Three More 
By JACK M UKRA Y, News Sports Reporter 
The frustrated Xavier University basketball team 
lost three games in a row last week to archrivals 
Dayton and Marquette away, and to Fairfield at 
home. 
Amid the sparse, but highly 
volatUe, Musketeer rooters, Xavier 
stumbled under the Fairfield Stags, 
64-60. Missing close shots, a 
bothersome three quarter court 
zone press, and the stellar play of 
Fairfield's Bill Jones contributed 
to the Muskie collapse. 
Jones, who performed at guard, 
forward, and center, twisted, turn-
ed, and timed some beautiful moves 
to accumulate 20 points. He also 
garnered 11 rebounds and a game 
high 4 assists. Former coach Don 
Ruberg ruminated, "I sure would 
like to see amalchupbetweenJones 
and Utah State's Shaler Halimon." 
(Super Shay, 6'6" guard, was 
probably the best player to perform 
in Schmidt Fieldhouse this .year.) 
John Zeides, with his mecurial 
jump shot, sprayed 20 points 
. through the hoop also. Asked if 
the Fairfield press caused any 
problem, Zeides responded, "It 
didn't bother me at all. We just 
couldn't penetrate for the good 
shot." Fairfield, using a 2-3 zone 
press, but not double teaming their 
guards, didn't allow XU clean 
shots at the basket. Except for 
Zeides' fielders, the Muskies took 
off balance shots, yet still led by 
five going into the dressing room. 
At the start of the second half, 
with the anticipation high of a 
bustout, Rackley tipped the ball to 
Quick, who stormed down the 
court, only to miss the layup. This 
was an ill omen of things to follow. 
With twelve minutes remaining, 
paper cups skipped across the 
court after referee Bill \Vise made 
a call against XU. One partisan's 
trajectory was a little too true, 
and - link - Wise, literally red 
necked, signalled a technical on 
the fans. 
Fairfield then took the lead, 41-
40, the Muskies never regained it. 
XU scored only two po,ints ( Zeides) 
from the seven minute mark until 
there were fifty-one seconds remain-
ing. Meanwhile the Stags widened 
the gap to seven p()inls. Opportun-
ities were abundant for the Muskies 
to catch up, but their shots trickled 
out of the bucket from close-in 
range. 
referee bailer from Marquette, but 
you can bet the kingpin of Mil-
waukee does not hold a warm 
spot in Krajack's heart. Sparks 
should fly in the rematch game 
when Xavier corners Marquette in 
their own den. 
Last week, in the miniscule, 
smoke-free Dayton fieldhouse, the 
Flyers hung a dishlartening loss 
on the Muskie basketball squad, 
64-56. Luther Rackley's debut was 
ruined by an old Xavier nemisis 
Don May, who garnered only six 
points in the first half but finished 
with a timely 21. At 16:48 of the 
second half, May hit a jump shot 
to put UD up 36-35, and that was 
the impetus that carried the Flyers 
past Xavier. During the ensuing 
possessions, May starched the nels 
for 8 points to Xavier's 2. Just a 
minute before his streak, May col-
lected his fourth foul, and Coach 
Doneher immediately switched him 
off Bob Quick. 
Pulsating sounds began to emit! 
from the stands as May ravaged 
the Muskie's zone with nonchalant 
jumpers from the side of the key. 
With 3 minutes left, and the score 
59-52, Dayton began running 
away from the basket, leaving XU 
hopelessly scrambling after them, 
with the opportunity of only 
fouling. 
Some hinds i g h te r s figured 
Xavier should have stuck to the 
same lineup that featued four 
straight victories in its wake. To 
that Coach Krajack retorted, 
"When you play a team with a 
front line that averages 6' 1 0",. 
6'8", and May averaging 16 re-
bounds a game, you must counter 
in the best way you can." Rackley 
showed many good points, espec-
ially tipins, even though tiring due 
to the long layoff. 
Bobbie Quick, wheeling and 
dealing in the nrst half for 11 
points, gathered only two more 
after intermission, attempting 3 
field goals, making none. "With 
a player of Bob's ability," intoned 
Coach Krajack, "he must take 
more shots." Bob attempted nine 
field goals, making four. 
Offsetting Quick's first half ex-
ploits, Hooper riddled the Muskie 
zone with seven jump shots to keep 
UD close, 33-32, at intermission. 
The XU cobra, with variation 
(Rackley under the boards), netted 
one score in three possessions, forc-
ing the Muskies ·out it when Day-
ton took the lead, never to be 
headed again. 
In Milwaukee, 11,138 people 
peered down upon the Xavier-
Marquette game, which saw the 
Warriors spear the Muskies for 
the eighth time in nine tries there, 
72-57. George Thompson 6'2" 
"Brule Force", contributed 27 
points, plus strong board work. 
Also contributing, Pat Smith, 6'3" 
myopic center, who blocked num-
erous shots. "He blocked one shot 
with his chest," chortled Wally 
Gorka. 
Ranking 13th nationally in de-
fense, the Warrior's man to man 
press wore down the Muskies, 
causing a bountiful of turnovers. 
And on offense the Warriors ran 
their pattern play at will. "If we 
are going to beat them down liere," 
said assistant coach Bob Watson, 
we have to break up their offensive 
cohesion." 
Of course very few teams can 
win if they shoot 39% from the 
foul line, as XU did. But when 
you look through the myriad of 
statistics, it's the same two cohorts 
that have smiled Xavier once 
again- Hooper and May. 
Rebounds 
Coach Krajack would not relate 
his feelings on Coach AI McGuire, 
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By CHRIS NICOLINI. News Sports Reporter 
Xavier hopes to check its current 
loosing streak at 3 p.m. Sunda~· 
afternoon when thev travel to Pitts-
burgh to meet the Duquesne Dukes. 
The Dukes will carry an impressive 
record into Sunday's 3 p.m. clash 
at the Ch·ic Arena. Priot to a St. 
Valentine's Dav Invasion of 
DePaul, the Duk~s of Red Manning 
stand 14-3. Looses ha\'e been to 
the undefeated Brown ·Indians at 
St. Bonaventure, LaSalle (in 0\'er-
time). and St. Francis ( Pa.) in the 
Quaker City Tournament. A win 
over Detroit in the l\lotor City, a 
beating of Pro\'idence, a Quaker 
City triumph over Wisconsin, and 
the annexation of the Steel Bowl 
championship are among their 
outstanding performances. 
The Xavier Duquesne series has 
been a short but spirited one. Al-
though Xavier leads 3-1, no game 
has· been decided bv more than 7 
points (in 1964 g~me the Dukes 
collected their only win 83-76 ). 
Xa\·ier's win in 1965 was a costly 
one as in the 96-90 game. Steve 
Thomas received the injury which 
was to end his college career. XU 
won the succeeding years 79-75 
and 61-57 respectively. 
Included in the Dukes big front 
line are co-captain Ron Guziak, 
6'6, 205; Larry Abraham, 6'6, 
190; and Phil Washington, a thin 
6'8 and 185. Washington was out 
all last year due to academic de-
ficiencies. Washington played 
against Xavier two years ago. 
Guziak, a pushy two time letter 
winner, operates exclusi\'ely from 
a forward slot. The Duke co-cap-
tain tallied a career high of 34 
against Westminster on February 
8. Abraham and Washington al-
ternate between the pivot and the 
other forward position according 
to \'arious situations. 
In the backcourt is Moe Barr, 
last year's leading scorer at 14 
plus a game. The rangy Barr 
stands 6'4 and scales at 180. The 
big tald around the Steel City is 
skinny Bill Zopf, a 6'2, 165 lb. 
sophomore running mate of Bill 
Zopf is being hailed as the bright-
est sophomore prospect since Willie 
Somerset. The Monaca, Pa. native, 
although a \'ery accurate southpaw 
shooter, is earning his keep mainly 
as a fooor general. SL'<th-man Rich 
Carlbery sees as much playing 
time as several of the starters. 
The Dukes have had things go-
ing their way this year, and have 
more than made amends for their 
7-15 season of a year ago. The 15 
losses were the most ever exper-
ienced in a single season by the 
Pittsburgh school. Though not a 
polished team, Duquesne will use a 
patterned offense, and play a very 
physical game. Their winning atti-
tude, size, and scoring balance 
make them tough to beat. 
Thursday eveing will find the 
Muskies in Oxford, to meet the 
Miami Redskins. Xavier will be 
looking for their first win over a 
Miami Valley foe since December 
of 1 ~66 and their first win in Ox-
ford since 1963 when present XU 
AD Jim McCafferty's final squad 
turned the trick 59-57. The 8:05 
affair is scheduled to be televised 
from Miami's Withrow Court. 
The 8-9 Redskins have Kent St. 
and Ohio U. to meet before Thurs-
day night. Included among their 
wins is a 72-65 conquest of Xavier 
January 18 in Cincinnati. Still 
pacing the Redskins is Springfield 
South's Fred Foster, averaging in 
the neighborhood of 26 points a 
game. Glen Pryor and Tom Slater 
round out the front line. Slater 
scored 16 points and 9 rebounds 
in his season's top performance 
Saturday against Western Michi-
gan at Kalamazoo, a game which 
Miami won 64-56. The backcourt 
has been a problem for Coach 
Locke. Dismissals and another in-
jury to hard-luck Phil Snow have 
depleted the ranks. Footballer Tim 
Fortney, George Burkhart, and 
Steve Parnell have performed at 
this position. Snow injured his left 
knee during drills and is uncertain 
at press time . 
At 3-6 in the MAC Miami is 
all but mathematically out of the 
race. They have little to shoot for 
except a win over their ancient 
rivals. Things have always been 
tough for Xavier when in the un-
friendly confines ofWithrow Court. 
They don't figure to be easier, 
when Miami is with or without 
Snow next Thursday night. 
Luther Rackley brings one off the boards in last Monday night's 
game against Fairfield which the Muskies dropped 64-60. 
Oh,oh. 
Bet n1y date is 
the one with 
upei"SOnality:• 
~ .,.,_ ... ~ 
''COCA (0LA AND .. C..O' L JI.RL HlGISTliH 0 111,\0l MARaS WUICit iOl••r:r·, OhLY I HE. f'RCIOIJCl Of THE COC.AC(JL.A COMPA"Y· 
Blind dates are a chance. But you can always depend on 
refr~shing C~ca-Cola for the taste you never get tired of. 
That s why thmgs go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke. 
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Blunk Eager for Dolphins 
By CHRIS NICOLINI, News Sports Repmu!r 
·-·· 
.. 
',\'_ .. . ~~: 
·.··· 
· ...... 
Haskell Named Statistician 
The Sailing Club expressed satisfaction with the outcome of the 
annual midwinter meeting of the Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association 
this past Friday and Saturday at Michigan State University. 
"The Midwinter was quite a success. Xavier is well represented In 
the M.C.S.A. by the fact that Greg Haskell was elected Statistician. This 
Is the tenth straight year that Xavier has contributed a man to the 
executive board. "We have a very good regatta schedule, and our well 
staffed racing team hopes to bring home trophies from our competitor's 
ports," Commodore Ed Wasko commented. 





University of Cincinnati 
Ed Nebel, Art Hauser, Steve sightedly looking ahead, lilly feels 
Junker, Ken Lehman and Dan that business potential in Miami 
Abramowicz. Xavier grads who is as good as anywhere else in the 
have made it "big" in the pro USA, citing the huge volume of 
grid ranks may soon have another Real Estate and Tourist Trade. 
counterpart. Ray Blunk, the cap- Ray doesn't feel the Florida climate 
lain of last year's XU offensive will effect him at all after a short 
line, will In all probability be per- adjustment period. Hay's wife and 
fonning for the Miami Dolphins two small daughters will also be 
of the AFL next fall. Although joining him in Miami. Admittedly, 
presently unsigned, Blunk seemed Ray Is happy to be at Miami, but 
to feel he and the Dolphins would more than anything he is just 
reach .an agreement shortly. ln happy to have a chance to play. 
contact with Blunk has been Joe RAY BLUNK April 6-7 
Thomas, Dolphin assistant Gen- "I've really enjoyed football at 20-21 
Southern Illinois 
era) Manager. Thomas is the XU," said Ray. Continuing, he 27-28 
nephew of Danny Thomas, the added, "1 don't think there is a xu· B .II. d M 11 12 Xavier University Area "b" eliminations at Indiana University Midwest chaps at Iowa University 
famed comedian and Dolphin much better s~dent body any- ID I Iar S ay 18-19 
owner. where. Coach Diles has prepared - Ohio University 
me well for pro ball and any other Ch T 
Ray is more than pleased with career 1 may follow. Coach Diles ess 0Urney 
this opportunity to play pro ball. does a great job considering the 
When asked if any businessoppor- limited finances he has. I'm of This weekend, the University 
FALL 1968 
tunity could keep him away from course glad to be graduating and Center Games Room under the September 21 -22 
trying out, Ray admittedly said, getting a shot at pro ball, but I'm management of Mr. Bob Gunn, 
"Yes. If I got the job as President going to miss XU." Concluding, is sending to a regional tou~na­
Gargantuan at University of Wisconsin 
all M. C. S.A. schools 
Xavier (team racing) 28-29 
of Ford Motors I might take it. Ray took a poke at Cincinnati ment at the University of Cincin- October 5-6 
Really though, its just simpJy a Bengal fans, "Cincinnati may have nati, a billiard team and two chess 19-20 
Xavier 
Pennell Memorial at Ohio Wesleyan 
boyhood dream come true." a good team, but they are going teams. The tournament is spon-
Some followers seem to feel Ray to lose at least two games - to sored by the Association of College 
may be too slow to cut it. Ray Miami." Unions- International, Region 7. 
countered this charge simply by With Ray Blunk playing and Teams from Michigan State, Ohio 
saying, "Miami knows my speed giving a 100% for the Dolphins, State, U. of Detroit, Dayton, U. of 
and they said they were wiJling I'm sure their victory total will Indiana, Purdue, etc. will compete. 




University of Cincinnati 
Indiana University 
Area "D" eliminations at Ohio Wesleyan 
A party for prospective members is planned by the Sailing Club 
for Saturday, February 17, at Dana Gardens. Those interested in 
joining will be admitted upon a partial payment of dues. 
care where I play. The Dolphins luck Ray and we will be looking weekend Friday and Saturday at The Sailing Club is also sponsoring a Mardi Gras queen candidate. 
even mentioned the possibility of forward to seeing you vs. Dengals. the University of Cincinnati, Uni- She is Miss Kathy Mahoney, a sophomore at Mount Saint Joseph 
my playing guard, center or line- versity Center Building. College. 
backer. But as things stand right,_ .................................. _._._.._._._ .............................................................. ... 
now they are giving me a shot at 
'tight end.' " 
Obviously Ray is not being 
guaranteed the job. He faces argu-
ments from incumbent end Doug 
Morreau and rookie-to-be Jim 
Cox. Morreau started last year 
after a year on the taxi squad. 
The 207 lb. ex-LSU star isn't go-
ing to relinquish his hard -won 
position without a battle. Cox, an 
8th round draft choice from home-
twon lVIiami U will be moving his 
6'3 230 lb. frame from split end 
to tight end. 
Success for Hay has come 
through hard work. Hay followed 
the Ohio River from his home of 
New Albany, Indiana to Cincin-
nati. Ray has a three sport star 
(football, basketball, and baseball) 
for Providence High School in 
nearby Clarksville. Ray will be 
the first person from Providence 
to play professional football, and 
only the second person from New 
Albany. Tom Hutchinson who 
starred at the University of Ken-
tucky before playing professionally 
with the Cleveland Drowns and 
Atlanta Falcons also haisl from 
New Albany. 
Ray expressed an appreciation 
for the fact that he will be catching 
passes from Bob Griese, a fellow 
Hoosier. Griese, the ex- Purdue 
star, lists Evansville as his home-
town where he was a top high 
school perfonner at Rex Mundi 
High. Ray feels that within 2 to 4 
yrs. Griese will be second only to 
Joe Namath as an all-around QD. 
Ray's only meeting with Griese 
was on unfriendly terms in the 
1963 State American Legion Re-
gional Base b a 11 Tournament. 
Blunk and Griese opposed each 
other on the mound. Griese, pitch-
ing for Evansville's Funkhouser 
Post bested Ray's and his New 
Albany teammates 2-1. 
Ray is presently hard at work 
trying to "get bigger, stronger, 
and quicker." Ray has been lifting 
and running regularly trying to 
get ready for the rigorous pre-
season training camp which will 
begin in early July, probably at 
Boca Baton, Florida. At 6'3 and 
240 lb. Hay feels he will be as big 
as any other tight end, but is con-
tinually working on his quickness. 
In the meantine Havis also finish-
ing up work on his degree, a BSBA 
in Marketing which he will receive 
in June upon successful completion 
of the 15 semester hours he is 
presently carrying. •. 
Miami is coached by George f 
Wilson, ex- Detroit Lion coach. 
Wilson's son, George ,Jr. and ,Jim 
Higgins both performed for l\liami 
Depends on the giant .. Actually, some giants are just regular 
kinds of guys. Except bi~gcr. 
And that can be an advantage. 
How? Well, for one thing, you've got more going for 
you. Take Ford Motor Company. A giant in an exciting 
and vital business. Thinking giant thoughts. About develop· 
ing Mustang. Cougar. A city car for the future. 
Come to work for this giant and you '!I begin to think 
like one. 
Because you 'rc Jealing with bigger problems, the 
consequences, of course, will be greater. Your responsibilities 
heavier. That means your experience must be better-more 
complete. And so, you '!I get the kind of opportunities only a 
gia!Jt can give. . 
Giants just naturally seem to attract top professtonals. 
Men that you'll be working with and for. And some of that 
talent is bound to rub off. 
Because there's more to Jo, you '11 learn more. In 
more areas. 
You '11 develop a talent for making hard-nosed, imagina· 
tivc decisions. And you '!I know how these decisions affect 
the guts of the operation. At the grass roots. Because you'll 
have been there. · 
If you'd like to be a giant yourself, anJ your better 
ideas arc in finance, product engineering, manufacturing, 
marketing anJ sales, personnel administration or systems 
research, sec the man from ForJ when he visits your campus. 
Or scnJ your resume to ForJ Motor Company, College 
Recruiting Department. 
You anJ Ford can grow bigger together. 
THE AMI!RICAN ROAD, OEAR80R.S, MICHIGAN 
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after playing at XaviL•r. Fore- 1.. ............................................ ________________________________ ...._ 
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Student Groups Aim at Awareness, New Attitudes 
By JIM ARANDA, News Editor-in-Chief 
The Interracial Discussion Group and the Afro-
American Student Association are two recently 
organized student associations designed to promote 
greater awareness and new attitudes in the area of 
Black-\\Thite race relations. 
Both these groups arc attempt-
ing to form altitudes and solid 
convictions based on a sincere 
grasp of the problems. Greg Betts, 
operating officer of the Afro-Amer-
ican group. told the News, "\Ve 
don't think of race relations as a 
13lack or White problem. We are 
working for the bcneiit of the com-
munity as a whole." 
Gene Beaupre, co-chainnan of 
the IDG, commented that, "Stu-
dents must have a finn grasp of 
the problem and everything it in-
volves before they can act. What 
we are trying to do is formulate 
new ideas and new attitudes from 
an honest investigation of the facts. 
We are trying to become sincerely 
aware of the problem; we are try-
ing to dig down and get the facts." 
The Interracial Discussion 
Group began in the spring semester 
of 1967, but received impetus from 
last semester's Interracial Com-
munity \\'eek,.held here from Nov. 
10-18. Its theme is to • promote 
awareness, the same as the IHC 
Week. 
The group at present consists of 
about 35 members, including eight 
girls from 1\lt. St. Joseph College. 
As described by Beaupre, the 
group functions on two levels. "\Ve 
are trying to promote an aware-
ness in the members of the group; 
at the same time, we intend to draw 
up concrete programs and plans 
for the entire university. 
"\Ve are only a young group 
and we're still trying to define our-
selves and our purposes. However, 
we whsh to remain somewhat flex-
ible; we want to be defined only so 
far as is necessary to be effective. 
"In our group we are dealing 
with the problem of the relationship 
between the Black and While com-
munities; we are trying to discover 
what each group can do to bring 
about racial justice.·· 
Three conunillees hnve been set 
up in the IDG. The Literature Com-
lllillee has worked on drawing up 
• list of Black literature and get 
some of these books in the library 
and bookstores. The booklist, re-
cently drawn up, was submitted to 
Fr. Felten, Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences, earlier in the 
week. He looked upon itfavorably. 
Some of the List's books are \Vret-
ched of the Earth by Fannon and 
Black Power by Stokley Cannich-
aei and Dr. Charles Hamilton. 
"This booklist is being drawn 
up to make White students more 
aware of the problem, to educate 
them," said Betts. 
The Education Committee is 
working to get courses on African 
and Afro-American history into the 
curriculum. The Speakers Commit-
tee is attempting to bringthosecon-
cerned spokesmen to the campus to 
promote better understanding. A 
possible speaker in the near future 
is Cassius Clay. 
The Afro-American Student As-
JoinafiriD that11 
give you executive 
responsibility your 
first day at\tVOrk. 
Now, that's a pretty funny thing for a 
civilian firm to say. A boss? Right out of 
college? n,e first day? 
But the Air Force can make such offers. 
As an officer in the world's largest 
technological organization you're a 
leader. Engineer. Scientist. Administrator. 
Right where the Space Age break-
throughs are happening. 
Or how about the executive respon~ 
sibility of a test pilot clocking 2,062 mph 
in a Yf~12A jet? 
That could be you, too. 
But you don't have to be a pilot in the 
Air Force to move fast. With your college 
degree you zip into Officer Training 
School, spin out an officer, speed on 
your way as an executive, in the fore-
front of modern science and technology. 
Right on the ground. 
The Air Force moves pretty fast. 
Think it over. A man's career can 
sometimes move pretty slow. 
,---------------------1 
l United States Air Force 
I Box A, Dept. SCP-82 
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sociation was described to the 
News bv Greg Betts. "\Ve set up 
this org~nilr.ution in order to allow 
the Negro students on a predom-
inantly \Vhite campus come toge-
ther and solidify. \Ve wantto retain 
our identity and our contact with 
the people and the problems of the 
Black community." 
While the association has no 
rigid Ideology, they recently drew 
up a constitution and have sub-
mitted it to the Administration for 
approval. Officers have been elected 
also and include Leonard Worthen, 
president; Ken Blackwell, vice-pres-
ident; Ralph Watson, secretary; 
Julian Renfro, treasurer; and Greg 
Betts, operating officer. John Pearl 
and Lincoln Pettway are Members 
at Large. 
In their Newsletter, the Associ-
ation stated that "We black 
students at Xavier University have 
joined together to pursue ends de-
tennined by ourselves and by our 
people. We feel that we are the best 
judges of what we should dedicate 
our lives to." 
The purpose of the association 
is threefold: 1) to give the Xavier 
Negro community the chance toes-
tablish an identity; 2) to afford 
communication with other mem-
bers of the Black community on 
common problems; 3) to provide 
Negroes on campus the oppor-
tunity to lead~n the formulation of 
ideas, ideals, and solutions. 
Future plans for the Afro-Amer-
ican Student Association call for a 
program of speakers and a week-
end symposium dealing with prob-
lems in the Black community and 
students' reaction to them. 
Co-chairmen Gene Beaupre and 
Ben Burton of the Interracial Dis-
cussion Group wish to announce 
that the next meeting of the group 
will take place Saturday, at 1:00 
p.m. in Room A of the University 
Center. 
All You Need Is Love 
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in 
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en-
gagement ring you choose says so much about 
your love ... and should it be a Keepsake, the 
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine 
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or 
replacement assured). Just look for the name 
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your 
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages 
under "Jewelers." 
K REGISTERED , -
eepsa.~e® 
DIAMOND RINGS 
IELAIR IUS. ALSO IZIO. TO 2100. WEPDING RING 100. 
~RICES 'ROll 1100, TO 15000, RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW IEAUTY DF DETAIL. 
TRADE·IIARK REG. A. H. POND COIIPANY, INC., ESTAILISHED 1112 r----------------------------, HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for 
only 25c. Also, send special offer ofbeautlful44-page Bride's Book. 
Sit 
Name'------------------------------------------
Address. _____________________ __ 
CitY-------------------
State ip, ________ _ 
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201 ____________________________ J 
Keep1ake Di•monda on Sale at 
Herb Kt·ombholz Jewele1·s 
6928 Plainfield SILVERTON 
lf"ftONit ,lfJ~l&SI 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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U.tok Swap Shop Idea 
Reeelves t:Atunell Support Marketing Frat Moves Ahead 
Last Sunday, the Student Book MINED PLACE. 
Store Committee, under the Chair- Pi Sigma Epsilon is Xavier firms. 
hi f B · D I 4) THESE LISTS WILL University's National Professional Th f s mans p o r1en on on (Rep. THEN BE DIVIDED INTO F e purposes o Pi igma Ep-
'69), presented a motion to Student raternity in Marketing, Sales sllon include the promotion of the 
Council which would set up a Stu- THE CATAGORIES OF BOOKS Management, and Selling. There study of marketing, sales manage-
dent Book Swap Shop. It passed ACCORDING TO SUBJECTS are 50 in the United States but ment. and sellirtg and to instill in 
the C Unci! by a un nim t LISTING THE NAMES OF Xavier's Alpha Chi Chapter is the ,·ts members and ,·n the pro'essl"on 0 a ous vo e. SELLERS, AND MADE AVAIL- '' It Is hoped that this shop will re- first in Ohio. in general the highest possible 
lieve some of the financial prob- ABLE TO THE STUDENTS Mr. Mike Janovic is the mod- ethical and professional standards. 
!ems which always plague students AT THE BEGINNING OF erator. THE NEXT SEMESTER The founders of Pi Sigma Ep-
buylng books. • · A new internship program is silon, Alpha Chi Chapter, are 
Brian expressed that his com-
several sales projects and social 
events for the spring semester. The 
next meeting is Tuesday, Febru-
ary 20 in the University Center. 
Any interested student should see 
Mr. Mike Janovic In Schmidt 2(}1. 
Phil Club 
The Swap Shop would work in being put into operation. In this Robert W. Elliot, John E. Me-
the following manner: mittee would have liked to have program Xavier students obtain David, William G. Boyd, Ralph Has the concept of natural law, 
established a Student Book Store, on-the-job experience by accom- G. Estes, and Norman J. Collister. human nature, and the essence of 
1) A COMMITTEE COMPOSED actually selling text books. OF JUNIOR CLASS MEM- panying sales and marketing exe- Undergraduate and graduate stu- man been seriously altered In recent 
BERS WILL OBTAIN FROM He felt that this would have been cutives of Cincinnati area firms dents must be attending Xavier years? Frank ·Leinhart, a junior 
THE TEACHERS OR HEADS more student oriented than the as they perform their jobs. Some University in a full time capacity philosophy major, will examine 
OF DEPARTMENTS THE present Xavier Book Store. "How- of the numerous fim1s that are 'lnd must have completed at least these terms and see if there is not 
BOOKS TO BE USED DURING ever," he stated, "these intentions participating in the program are 12 hours of credit in good standing a new interpretation which can be 
THE NEXT SEMESTER. were soon cut short by the Admin- IBM, Central Trust, Cincinnati at X. U. given to them in view of recent 
istration. It seems that the present Gas & Electric Co. and Standard The professional members of philosophical and psychological 
2) THE DORMITORY STU- 'Bookstore' is owned by the Uni- Register. The student tells the firm Pi Sigma Epsilon are also mem- insights into man. Frank will show 
DENTS WILL BE GIVEN A versity. Of course, this new idea in what area his interests lie and hers of Sales and Marketing Exe- how a certain kind of linguistic 
LIST OF THESE BOOKS (IN smaked of Competition, and was then the firm and student work out cutives International Cincinnati analysis can shed new light on 
THE SAME ORDER WHICH quickly opposed on the grounds a program of internship that is Chapter with whom the fraternity age-old ideas, and hopefully he 
THE BOOKSTORE LISTS that 'it (the Student Bookstore) most convenient and Interesting to has close connections. The Mem- can attempt to make his talk rele-
THEM: Acct., Bio., etc.) AND would never work'. Therefore, a both. The program is highly ad- bers of the Fraternity have been vant to life in America today. We 
BE ASKED TO MARK BOOKS revised plan was worked out which vantageous to the student for it is luncheon guests of SME. Robert will meet in the Hearth Room of 
THAT THEY HAVE AND the Administration has not as yet highly flexible and can be molded G. Graham of c G& E is the presi- the University Center on this com-
WOULD LIKE TO SELL. condemned and which was passed to give the student valuable exper- dent of SME. ing Sunday, February 18, at 7:30 
ALL NON-CAMPUS STU- by Student Council." ience in many fields with different p.m., and everyone is welcome. 
DENTS WILL BE ABLE TO .---------------------~·~~~~~~~~~~;;;_ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~----~----~ 
PICK UP A SIMILAR LIST 
IN THE BOOTH OPPOSITE 
THE GRILL. 
3) THESE LISTS WILL BE 
DEPOSITED BY THE STU-
DENTS ( WITH THEIR 
NAMES, ROOM NUMBERS, 
AND THE MARKED BOOKS 
FOR SALE) AT A DETER-
Stat Lab 
Here 
Dr. Gerald L. Quatman of the 
Psychology Department recently 
ann ou need that a Statistical 
Laboratory has been established 
at Xavier. 
Twenty calculators and instruc-
tion in their operation are avail-
able in room 303, Schmidt 
Building. Funds were provided by 
the University and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and 
Welfare on a matching funds basis. 
Two student assistants will 
supervise the lab during the thirty-
five hours per week that most 
people want to use the lab. 
We invite all students, faculty 
and any other members of the uni-
versity community to use the facil-
ities to the utmost. 
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
3611 Moa&romen Roacl 
EVANSTON 
One Block South of Dana 
Few Blocks North ot the Dorm 
BACHELOR SERVICE 
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES 









.NEW DODGE CORONET ~~SUPER BEE" 
Scat Pack performance at a new low price. 
Punching a Super Bee is like dropping a bowling ball down an elevator shaft. It starts rather 
suddenly and improves from there. Owning a Super Bee is discovering that Piper-Heidsieck 
is selling at beer prices. Let's face it. When you put a hot cammed 383 VB in a light coupe body, 
hang all the good stuff underneath, and price it below anything as quick, .something's got to 
happen. The good stuff is listed below. The kicks are waiting at your nearby Dodge D.ealer's. 
Let it happen to you. 
• POWER PLANT: Standard: 383 CID VB. Carb: 4-bbl. Compression ratio: 10:0. Horsepower: 335 at 5200 RPM. Torque: 
425 lbs.·ft. at 3400 RPM. Air cleaner: unsilenced, both standard and optional VB. Optional: Hemi 426 CID VB. Hemi· 
spherical combustion chambers. Carb: dual, 4-bbl. Compression ratio: 10.25:1. Horsepower: 425 at 5000 RPM. Torque: 
490 lbs.·ft. at 4000 RPM. 
• TRANSMISSION: Standard: Four-speed full synchromesh manual. Floor-mounted shift. 
Optional: TorqueFiite automatic three-speed. Column-mounted shift. 
• SUSPENSION: Heavy-duty springs and shocks, all four wheels .. 94-inch dia. sway bar standard. 
• BRAKES: Heavy-duty standard on all four wheels. ll-inch drums, cast iron. Shoes: Front discs optional. Self-adjusting 
Bendix type. 
• ADDITIONAL OPTIONS: High-performance axle package consisting of 3.55 axle ratio with Sure Grip. High-capacity 
radiator, 7 ·blade slip-drive fan with shroud. 
• INSTRUMENTATION AND APPOINTMENTS: Padded Rallye-type dash 
standard, matte black, includes circular speedometer, oil and temperature 
gauges, electric clock. Matching tach optional. Matte black grille, po~er hood, 
Red Line wide-tread tires, seat belts, front shoulder belts, carpeting, foam 
seats, bumblebee striping and special ornamentation standard. Vinyl roof 
optional. 
Dodge 0 CHRYSLER Mcmllll COIII'OIIAnON 
r---------·-;;-~. ""'==W~ 
FILL OUT AND MAIL TO: 
Huahes-Natcher-Suftrln, 1133 Shelby at Stale, 
Detroit, Michlaan 4822&. Attn.: Mr. Gua Anton. 
Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to Hughes-
Halcher-Suffrin} tor S . to cover cost of 
_______ jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S, 
M, L, XL, X XL. (Add 4% sales tax tor delivery in Michigan.} 
Name Size 
Add!!!~-------------------
~y ________ ------· Slate__ .:::Z'-"ip __ 
~~~~~~:.::~e~~-:_A.:_ ________ J 
'. 
' 
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Jack Patton Theater 
~~A11 Instant inthe Winds'' 
\\'hen Tennessee Williams first 
play. The Glass Menagerie, opened 
on Broadway in 1945. one critic 
commented that while Williams 
might sell tickets, particularly if 
he de\·eloped the sexual angle in 
his plays, his audiences would, 
for the most part, never under-
stand him. Two years later. New 
Yorkers beat a path to the box 
office to see A Streetcar Named 
Desire, and Williams became a 
household name. One only hopes 
that the thousands of people who 
have seen the play sinee its open-
ing have understood it, because 
Streetcar is not only a fascinating 
pieee of theatre but a rich and pow-
erful human experience. It is one 
of the handful of truly great works 
of the American theatre. 
On the surface, Streetcar seems 
sordid. Blanche Dubois, an aging 
nymphomaniac, fights a desperate 
but losing battle against her ob-
. session until she is finally raped . 
bv her animalistic brother-in-law 
sianley. She becomes schizoid and 
is taken to an institution. But the 
story is told with understanding 
and compelling compassion for its 
characters. And Williams, like all 
great dramatists, is a poet. Sym-
bols abound in the play. When 
Stella, Blanche's libido driven sis-
ter, asks Blanche if she has ever 
ridden the New Orleans streetcar 
called "Desire", Blanche answers, 
"It brought me here." Stanley was 
born under Capricorn, the goat. 
And Blanche, anxious togivesome 
sense of refinement, buys a plastic 
lampshade for the naked lightbulb 
in the. run-down bedroom. At key 
points in Blanche's story, the lamp 
shade is removed. But what makes 
the play so intensely moving is the 
Robert G. WeJI 
fact that it, like Menagerie, might 
be subtitled "An Elegy for Mem-
' ories of What Never Was and 
Dreams of What Never Will Bee." 
The memories and dreams are un-
forgettable. 
To produce any play well, one 
must be convinced that the play 
is worth doing. But Streetcar is a 
special case. Like Death of a Sales-
man, the play demands of those 
involved with its production, a pas-
sionate belief in its greatness. The 
recent production of Streetcar at 
Edgecliff had that conviction in 
abundance. John Going directed 
the show at a slow pace that jus-
tified the long sit on Edgeclifrs 
hard seats by climaxes that were 
breathtaking. Every action and 
motivation was almost perfectly 
underlined. (The play could have 
done without the Brechtian screen 
captions, but they didn't really dis-
tract too greatly.) And the acting 
was something to behold. Even the 
minor roles weredonewithstrength 
and conviction- something I had 
never before seen at Edgecliff. 
Among the principals, Kurt Gar-
field's Stanley was the weakest. His 
breadly etched crudity was ade-
quate but the part could stand a 
much subtler interpretation. But 
Robert Baines' Mitch was excell-
ent. And Ruth Livingston gave a 
memorable performanee as Stella. 
But the play was dominated from 
beginning to end by a stellar per-
format*!e by Jean Vinson as 
Blanche. She was physically and. 
vocally perfect for the part and the 
subtler points of her character-
ization were completely convincing. 
It was a terrific performance in a 
memorable production of a great 
play. 
FULL CIRCLE 
The year in 1999, the program 
is the Clyde Huntley and Hank 
Brinkley Xews . , . 
"Good evening, and here's the 
news. Fourteen more colleges were 
taken over by ~dents today in 
nine states. Student Power leader 
Guber Lotz today told a press con-
ference in Indiana that the admin-
istration of his university had 
surrendered after a six hour battle 
which saw both sides throwing 
paperback books at the other. 
Hank Brinkly has a report from 
the scene." 
"This is Hank Brinkly in In-
diana. The Cniversity fell today 
to the hands of students who 
promise the order will be restored 
as soon as everyone over 23 leaves 
the area. Student leaderGuber Lotz 
told reporters earlier the following: 
"Yeah, man, I mean you know 
we're settin' up lectures in "Sex 
and Pot," "Sex and LSD," and 
"Sex and Sex." Man, we are goin' 
to grove, see? Out, man ... way 
out." 
REPORTER: "What's for the 
immediate future?" 
GUBER: "Well, man yeah-
that's pertinent. We are gonna set 
up registration for administrators 
tomarrow. They will wait in line, 
see, and we'll tell them their course 
is all closed out. Then, we'regonna 
make them buy our books, see? 
We've got the whole groovey thing 
pinned. Man I mean, you dig?" 
(Back in New York): "!l'he U.S. 
today lost is 56 boat in Korea ... " 
-
... this is our bag. I mean, we ,. ____________ .. 
cats is not after power but the high-
est education, you know? I mean, 
how can you trust these cats over 
23 ... you know, they just weren't 
socking it to us, you dig?" 
REPORTER: "Nlr. Lotz, what 
do you intend to do with the faculty 
and administration?" 
G CBER: "Well, you know ... 
I mean we are basically non-
violent, see? I mean we don't want 
no trouble, man, just trips. These 
cats that have been running the 
school will have to apply to us for 
a position. If he's cool, he can 
teach, dig?" 
REPORTErt: "Do you plan to 
change the general scope of higher 
education, ~1r. Lotz?" 
G IJBEH: "Call meGube, Clyde. 
Yeah, now that's cool. We's all for 
the hfghest education. '\'ou know 
man - up, up and away and all 
that jazz. We want to tune in the 
real, man. You know, to see what 
condition our condition is in. Man, 
What's it like 
to work 
fora giant? 
Depends on the giant. If the 
giant happens to be Ford Motor 
Company, it can be a distinct 
advantage. See your placement 
director and make an appoint· 
ment to see the man. from Ford 
when he is here on: 
February 23rd. 
J'.J hko ,, big Joh pluS<. 
' 
SAM Meeting 
There will be a meeting of the 
Xavier University Division of the 
Society For the Advancement of 
Management on Thursday night 
Feb. 22, 1968 at 6:30 p.m. in the 
Terrace Room of the University 
Building. 
All students interested in join-
ing S.A.M. for the second semester 
should attend this ·i m port ant 
meeting. 
Terry Turner [above] of San Jose, 
Calif., working in a· castle 
Jobs in Europe 
Luxembourg-American Student In-
formation Service is celebrating its 
lOth year of successful operation 
placing students in jobs and arrang-
ing tours. Any student may now 
choose from thousands of jobs such 
as resort, office, sales, factory, hos· 
pita), etc. in 15 countries with wages 
up to $400 a month. ASIS maintains 
placement offices throughout Europe 
insuring you of on the spot help ~~ 
all times. For a booklet listing all 
jobs with application forms and dis-
count tours send $2 (job' application, 
overseas handling & airmail reply) to: 
Dept. Q, American Student Informa--
tion 'Service, 22 Ave. de Ia Liberte, 






Can you project yourself into 
the future? What will the '70's 
bring? What awaits us in this 
changing world of the future? 
If serving God and man is part 
of your projection for your fu-
ture, you might consider the 
Paulist order. Paulists will be 
a vital part of the '70's just as 
they were a part of the '60's .•. 
and the '50's ... and every era 
since.they were founded back 
in 1858. 
The Paulists are men of today 
. .. preparing for tomorrow. 
They meet the needs of all 
God's people in every age. 
Paulists are free from the sti-
fling formalism of centuries 
past and they are given the op-
portunity to develop their own 
God-given talents. They are 
also free to use contemporary 
mediums and techniques to· 
achieve their goals. Communi-
cations, for instance , is syn-
onymous with Paulists. 
If you see yourself as a priest 
of the future, discover more 
about the Paulists. Send today 
for a special aptitude test de-
signed to help determine if you 
are of priestly caliber. 
Write to: 
National Vocations Director 
PAULIST FATHERS 
Room t'56 
415 West 59th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
BEGINNING SALARY SEPTEMBER, 1968 -- S7,500 
Interviewing in Cincinnati 
February 25, 1968 
See your placement office for details 
o.ea.n,u.--t-
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, B01Jal" • 
"Dobie Gillia," etc.) 
MORNINGS AT SEVEN ••• AND 
THERE'S NOTIDNG YOU CAN DO 
ABOUT IT 
Any man who says moming is the best time of day Ia 
either a liar or a meadow lark. 
There is only one way to make morning enjoyable: 
sleep till noon. Failing that, the very best you can do is to 
make morning tolerable. This, I am pleased to report. Ia 
possible if you will follow three simple rules: 
1. Shave properly. 
By shaving properly I mean shaving quietly. Don't use 
a blade that whines and complains. Morning being a time 
of clanger and anger, use a blade that neither clangs nor 
angs. Use a blade that makes no din on your chili, no 
squeak on your cheek, no howl on your jowl, no rip on 
your lip, no waves while it shaves. Use, in short, Personna 
Super Stainless Steel Blades. . 
I have been shaving for 71 years (not too impressive 
until one considers that I am 49 years old) and I am here 
to tell you that the quietest blade I know is Personna. I not 
only shave with Personna, but I also admire it. Old vir-
tues reappear in Personna; old values are reborn. Per-
sonna is a modest blade, an undemanding blade. Personna 
does not rasp and tug, yelling, "Hey, lookit me!" No, sir, 
not Personna! Silently, respectfully, unobtrusively, Per-
sonna whisks your whiskers with nary a whisper. It 
shucks your soil and stubble without toil and trouble. 
Why, you hardly know it's there, this well-bred Personna 
blade, this paragon of punctilio. 
Moreover, this crown of the blade-maker's art, this 
epitome of epidermal efficacy, is available both in Double-
edge style and Injector style. Do your kisser a favor: get 
some. 
2. Breakfast properly. 
I assert that a Personna shave is the best of all possible 
shaves. But I do not assert that a Personna shave, brac-
ing though it may be, is enough to prepare you for the 
hideous forenoon ahead. After shaving you must eat an 
ample breakfast. 
Take, for example, the case of Basil Metabolism, a soph-
omore at V.M.I. Basil, knowing there was to be an inspec-
tion by the Commandant one morning, prepared by stor-
ing up energy. He recognized that coffee and juice would 
not sustain him, so he had a flitch of bacon, a clutch of 
eggs, a batch of bagels, a notch of ham, a bunch of butter, 
a swatch of grits, a hutch of honey, a patch of jelly, a 
thatch of jam, a twitch of pepper, and a pinch of salt. 
The idea was right; the quantities, alas, were not. When 
the Commandant arrived, Basil, alas, was so torpid that 
he could not raise his bloated arm in a proper salute. He 
was, of course, immediately shot by a firing squad. Today, 
a perforated man, he earns a meagre living as a collander 
in Cleveland. 
3. Read properlt. 
Always read the paper at breakfast. It inhibits bolting. 
But do not read the front page, That is full of bad, acid-
making news. Read a more pleasant part of the paper-
the Home and Garden section, for example. 
For instance, in my local paper, The Westport Peasant, 
there is a delightful column called "Ask Harry Home-
spun" which fairly bristles with bucolic wisdom and 
many an earthy chuckle. I quote some questions and 
answers: 
Q: I am thinking of buying some power tools. Wlu&t 
should I get first? 
A: Hospitalization. 
Q: How do you get rid of moles? 
A: Pave the lawn. 
Q: What is the best way to put a wide car in a narrotU 
garage? 
A: Butter it. 
Q: What do you do for elm blight? 
A: Salt water gargle and bed rest. 
Q: What can I do for dry hair? 
A: Get a wet hat. · 
• • • Ol18,11u~ 
Per.onna'a parlner in alaat~inf eorn/ora u Bur ... -
Siaave, refulor or rnenllaoJ. Tofealaer, Peraonna • .., 
Burrnn-Siaa.,e malce a eonaidera6le eonari6ulion ,...,, 
Jorenoon aurvivaJ. 
